**INSIDE IRAN**

The country’s hostile history with America brings anger, wonderment and weariness

Kim Hjelmgaard  USA TODAY

TEHRAN, Iran

For almost 40 years, a two-story brick building in the middle of Tehran has been the symbol of Iran’s revulsion toward the United States, an enemy it holds responsible for engineering a coup, throwing its military might behind its regional foes and limiting its prized oil industry. The former U.S. Embassy, where 52 Americans were held hostage for 444 days beginning in 1979 amid the birth of the Islamic Republic, is now a museum to American treachery the Iranian authorities refer to as the “U.S. Den of Espionage.” Murals depicting the Statue of Liberty as Death and the U.S. flag in the form of a handgun line its exterior walls and interior hallways. “This represents Iran’s side of the story,” a guide to the former embassy told USA TODAY as he showed off typewriters, secret meeting rooms, incriminating documents and even embassy stationery collecting dust inside the compound. See IRAN, Page 4A

Poll: President should submit to questioning

Susan Page and Erin Kelly USA TODAY

WASHINGTON – The guilty plea by Donald Trump’s former lawyer to campaign finance violations and other charges raises serious questions about the president’s behavior, a majority of Americans say in a USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll.

Nearly two-thirds say the president should agree to be interviewed by special counsel Robert Mueller.

Those surveyed express significantly higher levels of trust in Mueller’s judgment than in Trump’s denials that his campaign colluded with Russia to intrude in the 2016 election. The poll of 1,000 registered voters was taken Thursday through Tuesday.

With Katz’s psychological troubles clearly evident, the question is whether the Russian referendum will split his family and tear apart his political legacy. And exactly what kind of horse that political nightmare will be. ...

**IN SPORTS**

Schools cash in on ‘guarantee’ games

Universities shell out big bucks for home games against lesser opponents

Fantasy football an escape for prisoners

Tinkering with lineups, tallying points

**IN MONEY**

 Universities shell out big bucks for copying look, feel of their product
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Meghan McCain cries at her father’s casket on Wednesday.

Former Vice President will speak at political rival’s memorial Thursday
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The terrace of Ali Qapu is the stock photo of the Persian Palace in Isfahan, FARHAD MAHAR/USA TODAY TODAY

About this story

If President Donald Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal and re impose sanctions hardened tensions between two countries at odds for decades, Trump says Iran must be forced to alter its behavior. Some fear he put the U.S. and Iran on a dangerous path to a potential war.

If USA TODAY foreign correspondent Kim Hjelmgaard gained exclusive access to travel to Iran this summer to explore the strained U.S.-Iranian relationship, inside Iran is a timely look at a country few Western journalists get to visit.

INSIDEIRAN.USAODAY.COM Learn more about a country that’s near the top of U.S. foreign policy concerns yet is a mystery to many. See SHOOTER, Page 2A

In state with tough gun laws, shooter somehow escaped scrutiny

Marcos della Cava USA TODAY

When David Katz gunned down two fellow video game enthusiasts Sunday in Jacksonville, Florida, the question followed: Was this the random act of an enraged gamer bent on revenge or an unstable person who should not have had access to a gun?

In hindsight, the latter seems logical, particularly in light of court documents from his parents’ bitter divorce that suggest Katz’s psychological troubles started more than a decade ago.

But in legal terms, Katz, 24, who killed himself at the scene after injuring several others, lawfully obtained his two handguns in Maryland, a state that is among a dozen with comparably high hurdles to firearms ownership. According to a ranking of states based on the toughness of their gun laws, Maryland ranks an A-minus, according to
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Remembering John McCain

USA TODAY’s 64-page commemorative edition is available now on newsstands; order at onlineservice.usatoday.com.

USA TODAY EXCLUSIVE

In life ‘Harry Potter’ still has magic hold on readers

Fan recalls how he first came under book series’ spell 20 years ago

USA SNAPSHOTs

35 years later: Today, the holographic, African-American to boosted into space sits in a spaceship hung from a flagpole.

SOURCE: history.com

IN PERSONALITY

A year after the movement’s rise, some trends by #MeToo are persisting

Men taken down by #MeToo are making comeback

A year after the movement’s rise, some accounted for sexual misconduct in their way back into the spotlight. See POLL, Page 6A
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Foreigners are rarely allowed to roam the historic buildings, a stark physical reminder for Iran that the United States is its worst enemy and doesn’t take enough responsibility for meddling in Iran’s domestic affairs. “America doesn’t do that,” she said.

In early August, when President Don-ald Trump reimposed sanctions on Iran after withdrawing from the 2015 nuclear deal negotiated over several years with world powers, another tense chapter was added to the story of two countries whose strained relationship is steeped in decades of mistrust and hostility.

He missteps risk further inflaming an already volatile Middle East and alienating American allies, and they run counter to majority opinion at home and abroad. They mean certain economic hardship for millions of Iranians.

But Trump has stood firm, saying the “horrible, one-sided” Iran nuclear deal “failed to achieve the fundamental ob- jective of blocking all pathways to an Iranian nuclear bomb, and it threw a lifeline of cash to a murderous dictatorship that has spread death, destruction, and en- nemiess all around the world,” he said on Saturday, announcing the latest sanctions.

For Iran, the latest sanctions mean continued hard economic times. They will keep Tehran from acquiring U.S. dollars, restrict its ability to trade in gold and other precious metals, prohibit the foreign purchase of Iranian sovereign debt and punish the car industry with high tariffs. The United States is bar- ring imports of Iran’s iconic Persian rugs. The biggest blow will come in early November, when sanctions on Iran’s lucrative oil industry swing back into force.

For Washington, it’s a geopolitical gamble that continues against the backdrop of world opinion and much of the United States’ own foreign policy establishment.

“If the Trump administration carries through with its threats, it will completely prevent Iran from exporting its oil, for example, deploying the U.S. Navy in the Strait of Hormuz in the Persian Gulf to block Iran’s oil ships, then this moves beyond a conflict of words and postur- ing to a war situation. We’ll be at war at a rate of speed that will have no prede- cessor,” he said.

For Washington, it’s a geopolitical gamble that continues against the backdrop of world opinion and much of the United States’ own foreign policy establishment.

“If the Trump administration carries through with its threats, it will completely prevent Iran from exporting its oil, for example, deploying the U.S. Navy in the Strait of Hormuz in the Persian Gulf to block Iran’s oil ships, then this moves beyond a conflict of words and postur- ing to a war situation. We’ll be at war at a rate of speed that will have no prede- cessor,” he said.

Iran and pulls out of the nuclear deal — and then wants to hold talks with us,” he said. “But the Iranians have been tricked before. Being a nation, they do that,” the guide said.
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America is Hungry for Martha Stewart’s New 30-Minute Dinner Kit

Consumers rushing to get Martha’s delicious recipes and seasoned directions delivered to their doorsteps.

For the next 48 hours, our readers get 3 free meals and free shipping!

Over 10 million meals have been sold, and we are now preparing our $50,000 skydive for the meal kit delivery.

“Mike, you have made it possible for me, for the first time ever, to make delicious and healthy meals. I’m overwhelming satisfied with the amount of time and energy it took to create the meals. A close look at this, as I’m sure you might have expected, it was just a matter of time before there was a simple solution. A simple solution for simple meals. I’m overjoyed to know that Martha & Marley Spoon is perfect for those who are tired of the same old sea and fishy dishes on a weekly basis. Martha & Marley Spoon soups Martha Stewart created’s the best option for the busy person to enjoy delicious and healthy ingredients directly to your door.

Unlike other meal kits, Martha & Marley Spoon evolves with winning producers and partners to see you get fresh, healthy, and delicious ingredients in every meal. The best of all, you get to choose from over 150 meals each month, with quick shipping, and no long-term commitment.

In 30 Minutes A Day

Martha & Marley Spoon’s culinary chefs and culinary industry source famous Amour, who earned her chef’s hat in the best kitchens of Martha Stewart Living.

Amour has earned decades of experience into a one-weekly choice for those consumers making delicious, restaurant-quality meals in just 30 minutes a day and without planning, shopping, or kitchen stress.

With Martha & Marley Spoon, customers can choose from Martha’s delicious 30-minute meals, break bread with local, and find better about what they’re cooking. These include over 150 meals, from one-pan chicken to fish dishes.”

Fearing for her safety, the 18-year-old’s family, associated with a political group, had to leave Iran. “A lot of people in Iran are just like him,” his mother said. “He’s the one who said, ‘What do we hope for nowadays?”

A message to the U.S.:

Iran’s domestic problems

Years of international sanctions have taken a toll on Iran. Martha, a merchant at the Tehran Bazaar, referred to two countries where the United States has spent billions of dollars on military operations and long-term national strategies. “It is a fact that we don’t want the U.S. and Iran to come into contact,” she said.

But, USA TODAY encourages the belief that there’s no disagreement about what needs to be done. Discussing leadership style and aggressive policies, Martha Stewart said, “there’s no simple way to respond to the American problem other than what is possible. Martha gives him, she fulfills,” said, mentioning actions.

Thereafter, Trump has taken since entering office such as moving the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to Tel Aviv. “He’s a pragmatist who does things he thinks are good for his country, and he will not compromise with China. He will succeed. He is a hardliner, not North Korea. He will succeed with Iran. He will succeed.”
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